ABSTRACT: Programs attributed to Wirth and
INTRODUCTION
Wirth [14] and Misra [9] presented programs for the problem of generating all (and only) the prime numbers up to a given limit. The program presented by Wirth originated with Dijkstra [3] . It works as follows: First the only even prime 2 is accepted. Then each odd integer x = 3, 5, 7, 9, • • • is taken in turn and tested for primality. For each x, the odd primes p = 3, 5, 7, 11, • • -are taken in turn, until either p > ~x, in which case x is accepted as prime, or p[x, in which case x is rejected as composite.
The program maintains two arrays. The first is an array p of all accepted primes, that is, those less than x.
p[j] = pj 1 <_ j <_ ~r(x -1)
where p] denotes the jth prime and 7r(x) denotes the number of primes < x. The other array V is used to 01984 ACM0001-0782/84/0100-0053 75¢
avoid dividing x by p [j] . The intention is that the assertion (1) should hold whenever x is to be divided by p[j], 2 _< j -< 7r(~x) However this oversight does not give an obviously incorrect program--we have used the program to generate the primes not greater than one million, which it does without error, and we could not resolve the issue when we discovered it in 1979. This raises the possibility that the program is fortuitously correct, and that it may reveal new information, or at least provide evidence for plausible new conjectures, about the prime numbers, Meanwhile, Misra [9] presented a different {and much more efficient} program to generate the primes up to N and showed that a certain simplification in the coding could be achieved contingent on the truth of a statement that he conjectured to be true. The same coding simplification could also be used in the fastest known prime number generator, our wheel sieve of [11] . Misra's conjecture can be given a familiar setting: it amounts to the claim that in no pass of Eratosthenes' sieve are successive remaining numbers removed.
V[j] = the least multiple of pj not less than x
These questions concerning Wirth's program and Misra's conjecture turn out to be very closely related. In Section 2, we reformulate them in the setting of wheels [11] and show how two celebrated results in number theory together imply that Wirth's program is incorrect. In Section 3, we report on a successful search for counter examples to Misra's conjecture that also provides explicit composite numbers accepted by Wirth's program. In Section 4, we close with some remarks concerning program testing and program correctness.
WHEELS AND THEIR GAPS
In [11] we used the notion of wheels to derive the most efficient known solution to the problem of generating the prime numbers up to some limit. We recall the key definitions:
(m > 0).
R(m) is a reduced residue system (mod m) (see, e.g., [8] PROOF. In [11] We showed that for each k > 1 there is a gap of exactly 2pk-1 on Wk, which exceeds pk+l for k [] Theorem 1 shows that D' is incorrect in the sense that it does not work as intended. A test run reveals that the first failure is with x = 9127, a prime, for which V [6] = 9126. This is actually one of the cases constructed in the proof of Theorem 1. In [14] Wirth reports on a trial run of D' that finds the first 1000 primes. Even if Eq. (1) were tested before the division test, this run would not uncover a counter example, because 7r(9127) --1131 > 1000.
Despite Theorem 1, D' passes the test of generating the primes (and only the primes) up to 106 (and probably much higher limits; see Section 3). The explanation is as follows. The purpose of array V is to allow the division test to be replaced by an equality test, and the situations constructed by the proof cause no difficulties:
produces the correct answer when x = a' + 2pk-1.
Therefore, it may still be the case that the weaker but sufficient condition (2) always holds before the test. In fact, the experimental evidence seems to support this conjecture.
In [10] we presented a necessary and sufficient condition C for this weaker correctness criterion to be satisfied. In the language of wheels, C takes a simple form.
C: Let n and m be successive members of Wk, with n > 1. Then THEOREM 2. C is false for all sufficiently large k, PROOF. A result of Rankin-Sch6nhage [13] shows that the maximum gap gk between successive members of Wk satisfies (1)).pk.lOg pk-log log log pk gk >-(log log pk) 2 where -y is Euler's constant {see 
Now consider C with m --b'/pk+a. C requires
but this is impossible for k sufficiently large as 2pk+l = O(gk). []
Theorem 2 constructs a situation in which x is not recognized as a multiple of its smallest prime factor, say, pj,. But it may be that in all such cases x will nevertheless be recognized as a multiple of another prime factor Pj2 with 1 < jl < j2 -< ~-(x/xx), and that D' therefore never accepts a composite number. We proceed to dispose of this last possibility. Misra's conjecture is equivalent to the assertion that no successive members of Wk differ by a multiple ofpk+l. As we opined in [11] , in view of the Rankin-Sch6nhage result it seems unlikely that this conjecture is true. We proceed to find counterexamples to Misra's conjecture, and in the process, obtain composite numbers accepted by Wirth's program.
A SEARCH FOR COUNTEREXAMPLES
To refute Misra's conjecture we need only find successive numbers a, b E Wk with b -a = 2pk+l. Such numbers would also eventually lead to a composite number accepted by Wirth's program by way of the constructions in the proofs of theorems 2 and 3.
It is known (see [1] ) that gk > 2pk-1 only for pk = 23, 37, and for pk >--43, that is, for k = 9, 12, and for k _> 14.1 Computing gk seems to be a very difficult task. The following easily verified criteria are helpful for small k: By computing W7 and using these criteria, we found that g9 --40 < 2plo = 58. This suggests that a considerably larger value than k --9 is needed for a counterexample. But computing Wk is a time-consuming task, as Legendre gave a fallacious proof that gk = 2p~-1 in his Th~orie des hombres of 1830. and used it to "prove" what is now known as Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions. Dirichlet noticed the error but still thought the result true. The Academy of Paris proposed the resolution of this matter as a problem for le grand prix de Mathdmatiques de 1858. The prize was awarded to A. Dupr6 who proved the above statement with pk restricted to be --~ 113. z For the purposes of (i) and (ii), the members of Wk should be represented as points on a circle of circumference IIk.
there are ¢(IIk} = IIk=l (pj --1) members. It is obvious that we cannot afford to compute entire wheels.
Fortunately it is not necessary to compute the maximum gap on Wk--we need only try to find a single large gap of size 2pk+~. We can do this by playing the following game.
Start with the set of integers between 1 and 2pk÷~ --1 inclusive. For each j = 1, 2, 3 ..... k, choose a residue class (mod pj) and remove all numbers belonging to that residue class. The residue class can be freely chosen subject to the constraint that it does not contain 0 or 2pk+~. The game is won if all members of the set are removed.
The Chinese remainder theorem (see the appendix) guarantees that if we win the game, then there is a gap of exactly 2pk+l on Wk.
The Rankin-Sch6nhage proof suggests a strategy for playing the game. The proof goes as follows: The sequence pl, p2 ..... pk is divided into three sections. The primes pj in the middle section remove the numbers congruent to 0 (mod pj). Then the primes in the first section are taken in increasing order and for each prime a residue class is deleted that contains a maximum number of remaining numbers. Finally, the primes in the third section are shown to outnumber the remaining numbers, so that each remaining number can be removed by a distinct prime.
We adapted this proof as follows. An interactive program was written that "asked for" three parameters, viz., k and two numbers between 1 and k that defined the three sections of the first k primes. Subject to the constraints of our game (which rule out the precise Rankin-Sch6nhage construction), the primes in the middle and then first sections were taken in order and each used to remove an optimal number of remaining numbers. In case of more than one largest residue class, a random choice was made, permitting many trials with the same parameters. The game was won if the primes in the third section were at least as numerous as the numbers remaining after using the other primes.
Many games were won, including one only with k = 19 (the smallest successful value). The outcome of this game is shown in Table I as a sequence of pk+l --1 = 70 numbers. The jth number in this sequence is the smallest prime that removes the number 2-j. The prime 2 removes all odd numbers. The four circled primes are those that remove only one number. These are the primes in the third section; they may be permuted freely. 3  7  5  3  37  23  3  5  7  3  13  47  3  11  17  3  43  5  3  19  41  3  5  13  3  31  29  3  23  7  3  17  5  3  6~  11  3  5  19  3  37  3  7  ~  3  11  5  3  13  7  3  5  (~)  3  29  31  3  47  43  3  41  5  3  7  17  3  5  11  3 .January 1984 Volume 27 Number 1 Communications of the ACMIt follows immediately that Misra's conjecture is false. To each of the 4! --24 permutations of the circled primes there corresponds two gaps on W19: one for the least prime factors taken in the order shown in Table I and one for the reverse order. By using the Chinese remainder theorem we found all 24 pairs a', b' ~ W2o with a' ---0 (mod 71), b' = a' + 2.71 and least prime factor of a' + 2-j as specified by the jth number in Table I for all j, 1 ~ j _< 70. This last condition is just a' -=-1 (mod 2) and a' -----2.rj (mod pj), 1 < j ~ 19, where rj denotes the position of the first occurrence of pj in Table 1 . The other 24 pairs are easily found since they have the form II2o-b', 1-I2o-a' where (a', b') ranges over the first set of pairs. The smallest of these 48 counterexamples to Misra's conjecture--that no successive remaining numbers a', b' are removed in a pass of Eratosthenes' sieve--is a' = 7896223245770477345341819,
TABLE I. A Won Game of Gap Construction with k ---19.
To find a composite number accepted by D', we need only find a prime value of b'/71 + nII19 for one of the 48 values of b' and some n >_ 0. Five of the numbers b'/71 are base-3 pseudoprimes, that is, satisfy Fermat's "little" theorem, that x "-1 -= 1 (mod n) if n is prime and gcd(x, n) = 1, with x = 3. To prove that these numbers p are prime, as we suspect to be the case, it is sufficient to find an integer x such that xP-' =-1 (mod p) and, for all prime divisors q of p -1,
Then x is a primitive root (mod p). (See, e.g., [6] , p. 375).
The process is repeated if necessary for the large prime factors of p -1. We established the primality of the smallest probable prime p = b'/71 using the method of Brent-Pollard [2] to carry out the factorizations involved. The details given below in Figure 1 enable a quick check that b'/71 is indeed prime, assuming the primality of numbers < 107 is easy to check.
D' incorrectly accepts the composite number b' in Figure 1 as prime. This is the smallest counterexample We would take exception to such opinions (which are admittedly from a man of straw) for three main reasons. First, there is no guarantee that the smallest counterexample is not in practical range, and it would seem difficult to prove that a particular counterexample was smallest unless it was in practical range.
Second, we take the view that our programs embody a distinctive and important kind of information about the objects on which they operate. In the particular domain of number theory, our algorithms make a valuable and beautiful contribution to our knowledge of numbers. It is important as a matter of intellectual aesthetics that our programs be correct.
Third, the point of Wirth's program was not to be an efficient generator of the prime numbers. Indeed, it is far less efficient than the best known practical methods [12] . The program was instead presented as an exercise in systematic program development, and it is in this context that we have examined it. We have pursued the consequences of a slip-up which anyone might have made, because we believe our programs, and especially our exemplary programs, must be correct and be seen to be correct--failing which they should be seen to be incorrect.
APPENDIX
We give a simple and practical algorithmic proof of the Chinese remainder theorem. It is substantially simpler than the treatments in [6] .
The Chinese Remainder Theorem Let ml,/112, ..., mr be positive integers that are relatively prime in pairs. Let m = I]j'=l mj and let ul, u2,
• • • , ur be integers. Then there is a unique integer u that satisfies the conditions 0 ~ u < m and u =-u i (mod mj) for 1 ~ j ~ r.
